1991 honda civic for sale

Tiny amount of wear and tear see pic so you don't actually see as not visible from front or side.
Great bargain from 3. Haynes Honda Civic to J to N se vende faro derecho honda civic berlina
de despiece. Honda civic sedan breaking for spares only This the car looks really neat on the
inside. Our goal is to offer you the BEST quality products and service!!! Ocpty front shock
absorbers struts. The 8pc road master motorsport seat covers are great at protecting your seat
covers from wear and tear. Xiaokai durable racing dual bend curve throw shift. I had them for
my honda logo but others two pads are missing. We specialize in customer satisfaction! Free
Shipping from Birmingham'! Return Policy is included on almost every i Honda civic shuttle
breaking for spares only You the car looks really neat on the inside. Feedback policy your
satisfaction is our main goal and your feedback is very important to us. Civic hatchback sep to
sep windscreen. Not only this but these seat covers provide a stylish interior upgrade for your
vehicle. A superb about A4 24 page brochure in good shape! Honda Range Brochure Summer
Brilliant NSX not only this but these seat covers provide a stylish interior upgrade for your
vehicle. Scitoo for honda brakes front brakes and rotors. Please find out as much as you can
about your import taxes in your own country before bidding the item. Honda Civic Owners
Handbook Instruction the 8pc road master motorsport seat covers are great at protecting your
seat covers from wear and tear. Somos profesionales en el sector de repuestos de vehiculos. I
will try to be as accurate as possible to ease you in your choice. It is easy and safe. PayPal
allows you to pay by credit cards, debit cards, bank transfers and PayPal account balances. We
apologize that we cannot accept other payment methods like cheque or postal orders. If you do
not have PayPal account, please sign up and learn more about PayPal at Refine your search
honda civic eg6 honda civic ek damaged honda civic honda civic civic vti s honda civic owners
handbook honda civic fn honda civic alternator honda civic headlights mb6 honda civic lsi
honda civic breaking honda civic honda accord honda crx vtec. Sort by most relevant Sort by
highest price first Sort by lowest price first Sort by newest results first Sort by oldest results
first. All Used New. More pictures. Details: honda, civic, haynes, manual, hard, back, book,
royal, mail. See complete description. Notify me before the end of the auction. Details: honda,
civic, sedan, breaking, spares, listing, wheel, parts, require, drop. Delivered anywhere in UK.
Amazon See price. Check out these interesting ads related to "honda civic " honda civic mods
honda civic ed6 honda civic mb6 honda civic mb6 vti honda civic ek4 honda civic vti honda
civic 2 2d honda civic ek9 civic coupe ej6 honda civic 3 door honda civic cv joint honda civic
b18 honda civic fn2 boot honda civic Check out the price evolution of the honda civic Details:
honda, civic, i-dtec, diesel, months, nice, clean, mileage, full, service. Shpock See price.
Feedback policy your satisfaction is our main goal and your feedback is very important to us
Details: honda, civic, shuttle, breaking, spares, bidding, wheel, parts, require, drop. Details:
miles, nothing, hondasmot, round, never, down, need, door, service, history. Details: front, pair,
honda, civic, gabriel, stock, shock, absorbers, suitable, following. Check out these interesting
ads related to "honda civic " honda civic jordan honda civic honda civic fn2 spoiler honda
prelude honda civic vti breaking honda civic coupe ep3 coilovers type r caliper 06 honda accord
honda prelude civic mb6. Details: honda, civic, months, nice, tidy, inside, panasonic, bluetooth,
system, full. Details: bosch, wiper, blade, royal, mail, class, images, tear, cardboard, otherwise.
Details: brochure, honda, range, summer, brilliant, spread, legend, prelude, civic, fold. Please
find out as much as you can about your import taxes in your own country before bidding the
item Delivered anywhere in UK. Honda Civic Owners Handbook Instruction Guide Honda Civic
Owners Handbook Instruction the 8pc road master motorsport seat covers are great at
protecting your seat covers from wear and tear. Details: honda, civic, owners, handbook, guide,
manual, published, detailed, above, summary. I will try to be as accurate as possible to ease you
in your choice Strabane. Don't miss an opportunity! Auction 12 Fixed price Amazon 10 eBay 12
Shpock Books 1 Transportation 1. Refine your search. Sort by. Sort by most relevant Sort by
most relevant. Sort by highest price first. Sort by lowest price first. Sort by newest results first.
Sort by oldest results first. All All. Your region. Ads on. Ad format. Literature type. Publication
year. Year of publication. Show results Clear all filters. Add an alert. Refine by region. Add this
alert. We will send you an email notification. Cancel Notify me before the end of the auction. The
ad has been successfully added to your favourites. To find all your favourites, click here or in
the link 'my account' in the footer. Subscribe to receive new listings for this search right in your
inbox. Honda civic Dxg manuel Un seul proprietaire. This car is in excellent condition. Reach
millions of car shoppers locally and nationally for free. We analyzed similar vehicles in your
area and calculated that this vehicle is priced lower than the average making it a Great Price. We
analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced a bit lower than
the average making it a Good Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated
that this vehicle is priced slightly higher than average making it a Fair Price. This vehicle may
be certified, include additional options, warranties making it Above Average Price. Contact

seller for details. Filter Results 0 0 Honda Civic for sale in Canada. Certified Pre-Owned. Live
Chat 0. Virtual Appraisal 0. Home Test Drive 0. Online Reservation 0. Buy Online 0. Delivery 0.
Please enter a number between 0 and 10,, Must be greater than Min Price. Payment range.
Please enter a number between 0 and 1,, Min payment is required. Must be greater than Min
Payment. Max payment is required. Payment frequency. Credit rating. Must be greater than Min
Kilometres. With Photos. With Price. NEW Save Search. Get price alerts and new listings for this
search right in your inbox! Your email address Email Subscribe. By clicking 'Subscribe', you
consent to receiving emails from Trader Corporation. You also agree to our Privacy Policy and
Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter Results 0. Click here to try again. Priority Listings. You might be
interested in. Mileage , km. Mileage 82, km. Monthly Bi-weekly Weekly. List your car here! List
your car for free. Find your next car by browsing our extensive new and pre-owned Honda Civic
inventory from local Honda dealerships and private sellers. You can also compare prices, trim
specifications, options, reviews, scores and recall history of Honda Civic with similar vehicles.
Browse listings by city Barrie. Richmond Hill. View more. Click on the bi-weekly payment
amount estimate to see Financing details. All new vehicles offered for sale are being offered by
registered motor vehicle dealers. View a list of all dealers and dealer telephone numbers.
Disclaimer Information: Please confirm with seller accuracy of information. Mileage recorded at
time of listing. Taxes and license are not included in listing price. Subscribe for the latest car
reviews, listings, products and more right in your inbox. Your email address Subscribe. I can
unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Subscription
complete! Make Honda. Model Civic. This Honda Civi comes with a Clear Clean title. All the
window glass except the front passenger door glass is in good condition. The interior is
complete except the carpet and back seat are missing. Thanks for looking! This car has been
used mostly as a weekend car. Mostly for trips to the markets and errands, and some long
drives from Boston to NY on some occasions. The car has never broken down on me.
Nowadays, I either walk or take my bike to work so I have no need for a car now. I purchased it
from an older individual in late in Baltimore, Maryland. It has been in my possession since then.
This car has been a wonderful car. It has been trouble-free and an absolute blast to drive with
its very light chassis and great feedback from its manual steering. It also can haul lots of stuff
with the back seats down. When moving from Baltimore to Boston, I moved all my stuff in the
back of this car, and it wasn't a problem at all. It's also great on gas mileage, at least 35mpg.
Engine:- The engine has been well maintained and operates very well. It runs smoothly and
does not use any oil, does not smoke, or make any unusual noises. It idles perfectly. You will
need to replace the muffler and the pipe that runs post-catalytic converter. I have taken those
parts off. The car is driveable, but a bit loud. Transmission:- The manual transmission shifts
perfectly. The manual transmission fluid has been replaced and serviced about an year ago. The
clutch is firm and grabs well. The shifter is also firm and buttery-smooth. Air conditioning:The
AC is non-functioning. The car has been previously retrofitted to use RA at the dealership, but
appears that the AC compressor has gone bad. I haven't had the need to use the AC, but it is
serviceable. I took off the serpentine belt that runs with the AC and the engine seems peppier.
There is one newer tire on the car which I bought to replace a tire with a nail in it. Otherwise, the
other 3 are due for replacement soon. Exterior:- The color is white. All the paintwork is original,
except for a repair job on the right, rear wheel well area. The patchwork is coming apart. There
is also some minor surface rust areas in that area and the back trunk as well. These areas can
be patched up. There appears to be a ding on the roof, which I suppose an acorn fell. It hasn't
grown since I purchased the car. It is along the track of the windshield wipers. Interior:- The
interior is blue. All of the seats are in perfect condition, except for the driver's side. There is
some slight tearing on the side and middle. Audio:- I have installed a Sony CD receiver and
speakers. I installed a new set of speakers in the front doors, the originals were defective. No
modifications were made to the door panels. I purchased and installed a dash cluster which
included the speedometer , a clock, and a back trunk light. When I switched out the new cluster,
the mileage was different. I didn't bother to change the numbers in case it messed with the
mechanism of the mileage counter. Buyer will have to arrange for their own shipping or
transportation of this car. The remainder is due within 7 days of auction end certified check or
cash, no paypal. If no contact is made within 24 hours, I reserve the right to re-list the vehicle or
sell it to the next high bidder. Please email me for questions. This car has served me well as a
reliable and efficient mode of transportation. It is a lot of fun to drive as well. I've had it for 11
years now and driven it up and down the east coast. As of late it has served as my station car. A
few weeks back the bypass hose blew and by the time I got it off the highway and shut it down
the head gasket was wounded. The engine runs but uses coolant. The oil does not seem to have
any coolant in it, which is a good sign. I was planning on fixing it over the winter but my wife
seems to think it is just time to say goodbye and sell it to one of those kids who is always

clamoring to buy it. She's usually right, so if you are one of those kids, here's you chance to
actually get your hands on it. Regardless of your age, here's a rare chance to get your hands on
an adult-owned CRX Si that hasn't been poorly customized by someone with a severe lack of
taste and even less skill. This is a 24 year old car with over a quarter of a million miles on it. As
you would expect for a car of this age, it has scratches, dents, and rust as seen in the photos.
The floors are solid. The hood is tweaked but opens and closes just fine. The right rear corner is
a bit crunched. The sunroof is taped shut to prevent it from leaking. The driver's side seat
bolsters are worn. The passenger seat is in good condition. The engine runs but needs repairs.
The transmission shifts fine with no grinding and has never given me any problems. I replaced
both axles and the clutch when I bought the car and they are still working well after roughly k
miles. The car can be driven up onto a trailer but I wouldn't try to go much further than that until
the engine is repaired. The battery is about 2 years old. The tires are practically brand new and
have a few thousand miles on them at most. The outer tie rod ends were replaced and the car
was aligned when the tires were replaced. The pipe from the catalytic converter to the axle-back
exhaust is new but the muffler has a hole in it making it a bit loud, but that seems to be quite
popular these days. There are some parts that come with the car. I have a spare set of four ''91
CRX Si wheels and one extra center cap which are included with the car. I also have a spare set
of rear brake pads and a radio antenna and gauge cluster from a 4th Gen Civic. I'll throw them in
along with anything else I may find. The car is sold as is, where is. There are no warranties of
any kind, either expressed or implied. The balance is payable in cash only at the time of vehicle
pickup, which is to be no later than 7 days from auction close. Keys and title will only be
transferred when buyer has paid in full and taken delivery of the vehicle. Buyer must provide
identification and complete a bill of sale. I will retain one copy and a copy will be given to the
buyer. Failure to abide by these terms will result in forfeit of deposit and loss of right to
purchase the vehicle. Thanks for Looking! Good Luck and Happy Bidding! It's my personal car. I
bought it to fix and sell. I've been driving months and it runs so good. I won't give it away cause
it gets 30 mpg in the city and has auto transmission. No Hot rod parts ever. I just put a new
exhaust on it, the brakes are good, the interior is good, has seat covers because the drivers
seat bolster is ripped. Floor mats, radio does not work, AC compressor not hooked up needs
belt. These are the repairs I did to make it road worthy. I have bucks and all of my labor into so
no low balls please. The sign on back glass I will remove upon sale and I'll even detail it for you!
It's a little, gas stingy pocket rocket that rides on rails! There are no surprises here. I am selling
my Honda Civic Special Edition. Only few of this model were produced and sold only in Canada.
The features of the Special Edition include: body coloured trim, mouldings and mirrors with
blue pin stripe, air conditioning, power steering, 3-spoke steering wheel, tachometer, chrome
exhaust finisher, mud flaps, hubcaps and of course the "Special Edition" decal on the sides.
This particular car has a 5 speed manual transmission, immaculate non smoking interior with
no rips or tears, all original parts, original paint, no rust, new tires, new exhaust system OEM ,
new battery and many other additions. This car is as pure and "unmolested" as it gets. I am the
third owner of this vehicle 1st , 2nd There are no issues, in fact it drives very smoothly and does
not seem to be burning any oil and it passed emissions with flying colours. This car is for those
purists who appreciate the unique style of the EF Hatchback in its untouched and original form.
I am simply testing the waters, I am in no hurry to sell so if you are serious about purchasing
this vehicle please contact me. I do not arrange shipping, only pick up please. This car is
located in Woodbridge, Ontario, Canada. Model CRX. This car went over a curb, popped a tire
and bent the lower control front right arm. SUPER easy to fix it! It does have a dented hood and
front fenders, and a few other dents here and there. But who cares, this car is 23 years old! But
overall still in decent shape being that old. The reason I'm selling it because I'm loosing my
storage, so that means all of my toys I have need to go! Runs Great! The rest of the body
besides the minor front end damage is pretty clean with maybe other small dents. All of the
windows work perfect, all lights work perfect, transmission works perfect, engine runs perfect,
radio works perfect. They'll them you'll visit them twice a week if they lent you the cash well you
should visit them anyways! Great first Collage kids car, high teen school car, first g-ride, 2nd
car, or just a pimp ride that has a boom box! Thanks for understanding. This Cost's US time and
Money. Urethane paint shines nicely. Over 5 million AutoCheck reports are run by consumers,
dealers and auto auctions each month. The seller shall not be responsible for the correct
description, authenticity, genuineness, or defects herein, and makes no warranty in connection
therewith. No allowance or set aside will be made on account of any incorrectness,
imperfection, defect or damage. Any descriptions or representations are for identification
purposes only and are not to be construed as a warranty of any type. Please realize you are
buying a used vehicle and repairs will be part of your ownership and not our responsibility or
liability to help you with these costs no matter when and if they happen. It is the responsibility

of the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the vehicle, and to have satisfied himself or herself
as to the condition and value and to bid or buy based upon that judgement solely. Any 3rd party
inspections will be done at sellers location before auction or listing close. Seller assumes no
responsibility for any repairs regardless of any oral statements about the vehicle. These
statements intend to cover the many methods that a very small minority of buyers may could
use to try to take advantage of our ethical business practices if not covered up front. Buyer of
this vehicle agrees to the terms of this as-is sale buy bidding or buying. About Us We love
vehicles! No matter if it goes by land, sea or air we are into them! This business is truly our
passion and I thank the good lord above we are doing what we love! It just does not get any
better really enjoying your job! We do things quite differently. We are not just your typical dealer
with a small patch of gravel and moble office! We have a state of the art square foot dealership
with an indoor showroom and are very customer service friendly! We have over 20 years
experience in the automotive industry so we know how to take care of customers and details
and through the process treat you right just give us a try and see! We are here to stay and not
some fly by night sled runners! If you choose not to do this we have no choice but to remove
and block you from bidding. We fully realize we have to start somewhere feedback wise and
there are bumps in the road. So if you are a reasonable person you will know where we are
coming from so please comply and do as we ask. Winning bidder please contact us within 24
hours of auction end and let us know how and when you plan to handle completing your
purchase. Pay Pal is preferred but you can easily over night a verifiable cashiers check or
money order. The remainder is due within 5 days of auction end. If no contact is made within 24
hours we reserve the right to re-list the vehicle, sell it to the next high bidder, or sell it
otherwise. Something you should be aware of! Most banks and credit unions do not finance
vehicles older than 's or with more than K miles. However a lot of lenders may loan the money
on you and not just the vehicle if you have a good relationship with them but please do us all a
favor and make sure if financing your purchase that your financial institution accepts you the
vehicle, year and miles of this unit before bidding that all should be understood but please get
all that squared away prior to bidding. Buyer is responsible for pickup or shipping of this
vehicle. She is located in Canton Ga We can keep vehicle at our location for up to two weeks at
after sale date if you need longer than this time we will try to work with you. If you wish to have
it shipped using a service, we will gladly cooperate with your shipper on a time that's good for
them and us! We deal with shippers all the time and know how to get the pick up squared away
and yes a large 18 wheeler can access our facility. You can get a shipping quote by contacting
us and we can arrange shipping for you! If you are not sure about something, please ask! Do
not assume anything not listed is included. We reserve the right to cancel bids for excessive
negative feedback. We reserve the right to end the listing if the vehicle is no longer available for
sale. Please do not bid on this auction unless you are serious about owning this vehicle. We are
very familiar with the laws about on line bidding so you know this is a legally binding contract
and non paying bidders will be held responsible in case of an auction default and the costs
incurred, and negative feedback will be posted. Any disputes over this transaction will be
handled thru a third party binding arbitration in Cherokee County Georgia. Winning bidder
agrees to our terms and conditions by bidding on this auction. As of March 1st no matter if you
purchace a vehicle from an individual or dealer and you are a Georgia residence and vehicle will
be reg in Georgia you the buyer are required to pay the new TAVT "Title Ad Valorem Tax" this
fee is based on the vehicles 6. Instead, these vehicles will be subject to a new TAVT that is
based on the value of the vehicle as outlined above. We can also provide a 30 day temp tag at
no charge! We are required by Georgia dmv to process your title for Georgia residence in your
name so please have a current Georgia licence with a good address so you will receive title
from state the fee the state charges is We have a The document fee is for everyone including
dealers added to all final winning auctions once res is met or accepted price that is less than
our locally advertised price! Out of state buyers will pay their own tax's and fees in there own
state. The We do not collect other states tax or fees, that is something you will take care of
when you reg and title your new ride! So all out of state buyers are required to pay is winning
auction price and document fee that includes 30 day temporary tag as stated above. All vehicles
are sold as-is unless otherwise specified. I have done my best to accurately describe this
vehicle. It is up to the buyer to come see and further inspect the car before the end of the
auction. This is one nice very original pampered garage kept non smoker beauty! Finding ones
like this are few and far between and this is one super machine and is the plain the base with
capet and factory floor mats, nice clean body and red paint shows nice, power brakes, smooth
quite strong 1. This car should be a great friend for years and is one nice car! Search high and
low and bet this is one of the best you ever will find! Vehicle is parked in our showroom it is that
quality please call ahead to set up a time to check it out! Take a moment to visit my ebay store

by clicking on the tab in top right of this listing to see the many other vehicles we have listed
right now on ebay! If you are over miles from our zip code some of our local classified ebay
listings will not show so you can use the advanced search tab on ebay and search dealer
vehicles closest to zip code ! If you have any questions about this or any of my other auctions
please feel free to contact me via e-mail or you can call us for a quicker response on our local
Thank you for your interest and we look forward to hearing from you you can ask for David
Mosley or Danny Ryder! See our other listings? Also you can view our many other listings
going on right now for more great finds by simply looking in my ebay store and clicking on the
tab marked ebay store in the upper right hand of this listing! The previous owner was a
non-smoker. This shows like a garage kept vehicle its hard to duplicate years of love and care
and this is one of those cared for units! The engine on this vehicle is running well and feels
strong. The exterior finish on this car is in good condition. The interior is in excellent condition
and seats are soft nice and could not show much nicer for age. This vehicle has a smooth
shifting transmission. If you are over miles from our zip code some of our local classified ebay
listings will not show so you can use the advanced search tab on ebay and seach dealer
vehicles closest to zip code ! If you are new to ebay and have a 0 next to your user name or if
you have bad feedback please contact us before you bid with your intentions and full contact
info so we can be assured you are familiar with on line bidding and assure us you realize you
are bidding to purchase. This auction is a legally binding contract to buy this vehicle. Interior is
original. More pictures of the interior and exterior will be posted soon during this listing. Photos
in the listing are from and the car has been garaged full-time and driven 1, miles since the
photos were taken. If you know these particular cars you know how rare they are with this low
mileage and in this condition. Well worth fixing up and keeping it running. That being said,
probably not worth trying to flip. Service records since Same owner since In spite of what the
Vehicle Report seems to suggest, this is a three 3 owner vehicle. In person inspections prior to
buying or offering are encouraged and welcomed. I'm told by my autobody and welder friend
that body panels for these are still available which could make repair of the rusted areas much
easier, though possibly more expensive depending on how much the front fenders and floor
panels would cost. I haven't looked into that. Classic 2dr Liftback 4 cyl manual 1 owner orig car
runs and drives well trades welcome. This honda civic hatchback wagon is 5 pd, manual
transmission, runs great, cd player, good heat, great tires, has some cosmetic problems. Some
normal Alaska rust. Inside is clean. Starts up everytime. Tags good thru Clean title on hand. Car
was purchased and sat for around a year, didn't know what I wanted to do with it. Decided to
swap most of the parts off the 94 to this 91, and return the 94 to stock and sell it. I drove the car
for about 18 months, and having found a great deal on a Cadillac STS, parked the civic and
started driving the Cadillac. Eventually the engine in the STS developed a rod knock, so I
swapped in a Optima Yellow top and put the 91 back on the road. After about a month, the
engine decided to throw in the towel, and the 2 Cylinder has no compression. The car will need
to have the bottom end rebuilt or replaced. The engine is about 11 years old, and was
supercharged for 9 or those years 12psi. The upper tensior pulley will need new bearings as
well, as the inner bearing is gone. The Body isn't as bad as some EF Civics of this age 23 years.
Has typical rocker rust exterior , inner structure solid. Rust in rear passenger corner above
light. When I purchased the car, hood and core support were caved in as a result of a tree or
other large object falling on the car. Drivers Fender is white, and core support is burgandy. Lens
covers for bumper lamps are missing as well. Easily a DIY or take to a trim shop and can be
done a couple hours. Car will need to be towed as it currently doesn't run. I did all the wrench
work myself, interior, exterior, electrical, ALL. I would like to cut my losses and sell it. If you are
truly interested, and want a fun car that just needs a little work to be road ready, contact me
ASAP. Swapping the engine is literally a Sunday with pizza and beers. I can possibly arrainge a
discounted tow to the surrounding suburbs, but that can be discussed when purchase is being
finalized. Monroeville, PA. North Kingstown, RI. Sacramento, CA. South Milwaukee, WI.
Collegedale, TN. Absarokee, MT. Hanover, MA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Cars
for Sale Honda Civic Hatchback. Year Make Honda Model Civic. Category - Mileage Posted Over
1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Mileage - Posted Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2 3 Next. Make
Honda 9 Infiniti 1 Toyota 1. Category Beta Sedan 8 Hatchback 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply
Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Refine your search. Civic Crx 32
Accord 2. Manual 38 Automatic Hatchback Sedan 58 Station Wagon 12 Coupe 4. Front 24 4wd 1.
Gasoline Vehicle 17 Hot Hatch 1. Popular Similar Cars. Refine search. Used Honda Civic EF '
Exterior is good, no dents.. Haves only driver seat, it has no door panels and floor rugs. Has no
rear interior or seats only the front 2. Transmission shifts smooth and clutch is strong. Google
Ads. Used Honda Civic SI ' Owned this great car for over 24 years! Non-smoker, clean, well
maintained, very dependable car. I selling my Honda Civic 91 SI 5speed brake pads wheels new

tire oil change every miles full synthetic oil good gas mile NO Engine light And lots extra parts
call or text for any question about my car Comoptions:description:original owner car i
purchased this honda civic crx si new in february of from richards honda no longer in business
in freehold, nj. This car was my daily driver for 16 years and has been lovingly cared for and
well maintained. For the past 10 years it has been used on a limited basis for local errands. Is
not affiliated with any other dealer!!!! For sale honda civic. It runs and is drivable. The
transmission shifts very smoothly. The exterior is clean and in good condition.. The engine is
functioning properly and has no issues. No dings are visible on this vehicle. Videos of engine
startup, revving, and exhaust sound available upon request. Selling my honda civic ef had an
engine swap it's my daily driver but there are some things wrong mostly exterior but a great car
non the less good tires fun drive i just had a baby with my wife and we got a new car. Excellent
reliability and gas mileage. This crx has many aftermarket parts. Acura integra block under the
hood. The front windshield is in excellent condition. The brakes are in great condition. The
interior is clean and in good condition. The paint is in great shape and condition. The exterior is
clean and in good condition. Good tires, manual trans, its pretty peppy little car! Lowered,
aftermarket steering wheel, this is a very fun car to drive. Its a honda civic hatchback! It has
some mods but i don't know anything about them. The cars not perfect but keep in mind its only
and it runs and drives, but it has a few aftermarket adds this is not a stock civic. I did not install
them so i don't know specifics! Classic honda civic for sale. One owner very clean car. Salvage
title rebuilt twice once in and again in Custom paint custom topcoat upgraded stereo system
with amplifier new carpet. Runs great - fantastic tuner car. Email classic91honda4sale gmail.
Com for more photos. The car is in very good running order. The engine was rebuilt a few
thousand miles ago and runs great. The transmission got new bearing put into it and shifts
smoothly and properly. New ball joints and tie rod ends in the front. The body and the interior
are in very good shape for it's age. The drivers seat was broken when i got the car. I replaced it
with a seat from a dodge srt4. Comes with two sets of wheels and tires. One for winter and one
for summer. Has a good sound system. Pioneer radio with kicker speakers and subs. Mileage
just under I had dreams to swap a different engine in and turbo it but lost interest. I have the
spare engine d16z6 that came out of a running car. I also have a used edelbrock turbo kit that
needs a new turbo. Any questions feel free to ask. Call, text or message. Clean title stock engine
k miles prelude front seats integra center console type r runs good engine and tranny are fine
needs ball joints and driver side window regulator and driver side door lock , heater and ac
work. Leaking some oil looking to get cash obo. Located in kearns ut. Call or text for any more
info thanks Air Conditioning. This is a two owner car and has been adult owned it's entire life,
the body is aged but in extremely good shape with very minimal dents and NO RUST. No
smoking or leaks etc this car is solid, the engine was rebuilt by Honda of Orem many yrs ago
and still feels fresh. It will require a jump start to test drive, I've taken the good battery out. Runs
and drives good has good tires it needs a muffler body is a little bit rough has new parts need to
sell it asap im asking obo. Call or txt me at thanks. Equipped options; What makes this car so
cool is that its completely base, the only options this car really has is AC, Automatic
Transmission and that's it. For absolutely any questions or concerns feel free to call anytime at
- Nick. The condition and miles speak for themselves, this vehicle is in great shape in and out
Air Conditioning. Oh, it has working air conditioner as well. Please call for current availability of
vehicle, thanks. Biz to see some of my other low priced cars and trucks. Please text me for any
other info. I bought it as a project to do with my girlfriend however I do not have much time to
fix the vehicle up as much as I would like too. It does have a rebuilt motor as well as all back
trim , backseat and also 4 white five spoke rims. There is also an extra motor that is an F22B, I
am willing to throw in with the car. Also will need new tires as the ol
2006 vw jetta manual
saab 95 parts ebay
1997 ford f150 brake booster replacement
d ones are wearing low.. The car needs a multifunction switch and a carpet kit. Wheel bearings
redone and transmission rebuilt. Hey guys i'm selling my 91 honda civic dx clean title with full
b16 swap has xxx miles in it and 2 step and launch control ecu, full tein coilovers, zc carbon
fiber hood, has del sol seats. Was going to use this as my daily for work but just ended up
getting a new car that's the only reason why i am selling it has been a great car. I am asking obo
if interested or want to see it text me at Com Hello everyone i selling my daily driving honda
civic 91 si 5speed running really good really healthy engine no oil leak they can pass safety and
emissions really good on gas very fun to drive any questions just let me know. The engine is
mechanically sound and can be driven anywhere with confidence. There are no signs of prior
damage on this vehicle. There is not a door ding on this vehicle. There are no known defects in

this vehicle. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

